Function | Wegener Relay | XDS Netcue
---|---|---
2 Minute Affiliate Stopset Start | 1 | Z17
Local Liner (.03) | 2 | Z18
Return Liner / Jingle (.10) | 3 | Z19
Image Liner (.03) | 4 | Z20
Promo Liner (.13) | 5 | Z21
3 Minute Affiliate Stopset Start | 12 | Z28
Legal ID - fires at exactly 59:50 (.10) | 13* | Z29
Top of the hour sync, fires at exactly 00:00 | 14* | Z30

Suggested stopset loading order: .17, .37, .48

All times are approximate, and will float. + or - 5 minutes.

* indicates an exact time event.

Local Commercial Avails on the clock:
Maximum local option time = 10.5 minutes